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3M™ TB Quat Disinfectant  
Ready-To-Use Cleaner

Rinse-free, EPA-registered disinfectant formula 
disinfects and cleans hard, non-porous surfaces. 
Effective against TB, HBV, HIV-1, MRSA, VRE and 
other pathogens. Complies with OSHA’s Bloodborne 
Pathogen Standard for disinfecting surfaces soiled 
with blood or other potentially infectious body fluids. 
Pleasant lemon fragrance; extended 1-year shelf life.

UPC Description Case Qty

50048011296123 Quart, 2 trigger sprayers 12 bottles/cs

Scotch-Brite™ Professional  
Standard Flat Mop

A durable commercial mop with amazing features:  
a comfortable soft grip handle, a trigger designed  
for multiple hand positions, a 16 oz. fluid bottle (32 oz. 
available sold separately), and a lightweight plastic frame.

Includes a 4.8 ft. straight handle, 18" plastic  
trapezoid frame, 16 oz. detachable fluid bottle 
and 18" microfiber flat mop pad.

UPC Model Number Case Qty

00638060084670 20218                    1/cs

3M™ Doodleduster™ Cloth

Untreated, microfiber disposable cloth comes 
in a perforated roll format, with each sheet 
measuring 7" x 13.8". It’s size allows it to be 
easily used as a stand-in for a disposable mop 
or folded in half to resemble a traditional wipe. 
Disinfectant-compatible.

UPC Description Case Qty

50048011191527 7" x 13.8" x 287.5 ft.        1 roll/cs

50048011081842 7" x 13.8" x 287.5 ft.       4 rolls/cs

3M™ Easy Clean Disposable Floor Mop

Help reduce the risk of contaminants left by poorly 
laundered or over-used washable microfiber pads.  
3M™ Easy Clean Disposable Floor Mop pads remove 
2X the ground-in dirt and surface stains of microfiber 
washables. 3M innovation means they are comprised  
of microfiber material with millions of tiny pockets  
that absorb liquids, effectively doubling the capacity  
of the material.

UPC Description Case Qty

50638060095725        4.75" x 18" 30/cs

3M™ Easy Trap™ Sweep & Dust Sheets

Trap up to 8X more dirt, dust and sand than when using 
traditional dust mops or a competitive sweeping dust 
cloth brand. Convenient disposable sheets mean no 
laundering. Use under any flat floor tool or high duster. 
Roll is perforated every 6 inches for ease of use.

UPC Description Case Qty

50051125859191 8" x 125 ft.                       1 roll/cs

50051125859207 5" x 125 ft.                       2 rolls/cs

Kills  
Norwalk Virus  

in 30 Sec.

Disinfectant 
Compatible
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